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First XI Loss 1 2 Ben Anderson Jarrah McNichol 

The first team squad travelled to Tennyson determined to put up a good show against 

Terrace. And so it proved! It was a scrappy opening half with TGS playing some good 

football but not able to control the flow of the game. Consequently the game moved 

from one end of the field to the other regularly. Ben Anderson scored midway through 

the first half after good combination play between Luke Buetel and Luke Broderick. We 

rode out luck and went in 1-0 up at half time. The second half was much of the same 

with good moments for both teams, both goalkeepers were close to best players for 

each team with some good stops at important times. A special mention to Tom Green 

who made his debut in goals after both first team choices were rubbed out in the week 

leading to the game. 

Terrace pushed hard for the equaliser and soon were rewarded with a couple of quick 

goals albeit scrappy from our perspective, but as it is lucks a lottery. We pushed hard 

for the leveller but despite the efforts of all boys terrace ran out winners 2-1 

2nd XI Loss 1 2 Toby Burling Toby Burling

A game of two halves is the best way to describe our game against Gregory Terrace. 

The TGS boys looked comfortable and in control in the first half, with a number of 

opportunities coming our way. The shots from Cameron Cardillo, Harrison Mills and 

Taz Bardetta, looked promising off the boot but failing to impact the back of the net. 

Toby Burling managed to put the 2nds in the lead after an attacking corner, just 10 

minutes before half time. 

The Gregory terrace boys, who looked tired in the first half, came out firing and put a lot 

more pressure on TGS in the second half. 

But Grammar continued to attack, leading to a great opportunity for Mitchell Crook to 

double our advantage with 10 minutes to play, however, a great save by the keeper 

from close range, kept the score locked at 1 all. This seemed to spur on our opposition. 

2 goals to Gregory terrace in the final 8 minutes, put the home side in the lead. We had 

a couple of opportunities off corners to equalise, but unfortunately it never came. GT 

came from behind to get the victory. 

3rd XI Loss 1 4 Yotnda Leander Shelby Ward

A tough day and a scoreline that did not reflect the true nature of the match. The game 

was evenly poised at half time with the scores locked 1-1. An early goal to GT in the 

second half did not dampen the boy's enthusiasm. However, two controversial 

refereeing decisions in the final fifteen minutes unnerved the boys and this led to some 

easy goals to GT. We must learn to play until the final whistle in the future. Overall a 

good effort and courageous goalkeeping from stand in keeper Shelby Ward.

4th XI Loss 2 3
Charlie Bradley 1               

Kimmie Zhou 1 
Fred Perry

The team were unfortunatly down by 3 at half-time. However, the boys rallied superbly 

in the second stanza and when Nick Nugent smacked the cross-bar with 3 minutes to 

go, all agreed that a draw would've been a fitting result. Alas, it was not to be. Fred 

Perry was very good, and so was Captain Reid. This was an entertaining spectacle. 

Well done to both teams for putting on a show.

11A Draw/Tie 1 1 Oliver Reed Oliver Reed

A late arrival condensed pre game preparations, however, a fiery TGS entered the 

game full of confidence and with nothing to fear.  Chances were few and far between 

as the two evenly matched sides tried to find a way to unlock the game.   As the end of 

the first half approached, a mix up at the back gifted GT an undeserved goal and 1-0 

lead.  The game plan in the 2nd half was to swarm numbers forward and move the ball 

quicker.   The battle however, saw numerous long range efforts but nothing of 

substance.   In the final seconds of the game, when all seemed lost, Oliver Reed, 

danced around a pack of players and drove hard and low into the bottom corner to 

grab the equaliser.  The scenes of jubilation showed how powerful this game is in 

unlocking excitement and bringing teams together through adversity.

11B Draw/Tie 2 2 James Parkin 2 James Parkin

It took less than five minutes for the travelling TGS boys to make their mark on the 

match. Nick Saal was applying pressure early on the left wing, winning a corner that 

resulted in a handball in front of goal and a penalty that James Parkin slotted away with 

ease. GT clawed an equaliser on the back post from a corner but James Parkin was 

able to capitalise on the counter attack, claiming his second goal for the match from a 

perfectly weighted header over the keeper and ensured a TGS lead at the break. With 

half a dozen sets of fresh legs, GT’s attack was significantly amplified throughout the 

second half. Although TGS opportunities existed, they could not be converted to points. 

Fred Smolenski was, once again, sublime between the sticks. His agility saved more 

than one certain goal, including a late penalty. Unfortunately our defence was not able 

to withstand the constant flow of substitutions and GT succeeded in drawing level to 

end the match. 

11C Loss 1 6 Charlie Horn Izaak Schefe

Another tough game and a scoreline that doesn't reflect how well the boys played. A 

very fast GT front line caused many problems for our defense, but the work rate and 

effort of the defenders to chase down and track back throughout the entire duration of 

the game was tremendous. Our attacking build up has progressed greatly over the 

weeks with the boys being able to gain higher field possession and create many more 

scoring opportunities than previous games. If we can begin to capitalise on these 

chances and continue the exceptional, the boys results will soon start going our way. 

Overall a great game from the boys and they should hold their heads high after their 

performance. 

10A Win 1 0 Harry Graham 1 Yoseph Bou Samra

The boys started the away game well. Our shape was good & movement of the ball 

was brilliant. Our back four Yoseph Bou Samra , Clancy Wright, Sewmith 

Samarawickrama & Matthew Moore were solid. A strong game from Taku Doherty, 

Luke Parish & Zac Pherous, they controlled the midfield and our attack but were all 

unlucky not to score a goal. Our attack worked tirelessly & were rewarded a goal when 

Harry Graham turned high in the 18 yard box with a left foot strike to the corner of the 

goal. Well lads great win away from home 

10B Loss 1 9 Jim McDonald Noah Taylor
After a slow start and several players unavailable the men of blue and gold dug in and 

tried their best. A change in tactics and a half time talk on taking ownership and some 

clever passing led to Jim McDonald scoring a thundering goal from well outside the 18 

yard box.

10C Loss 1 9 Will Higgins Tristan Bayntun

A hard away game against a tough GT side for the lads. The chemistry between the 

boys is increasing each week, as well as their knowledge on the fundamentals of 

football. However,  sadly it wasn’t enough to beat GT on their home turf. 

Communication, diving into tackles, and both defensive and offensive shape are things 

that the boys need to work on over the coming weeks at training.

10D Loss 5 6

Eli McCutcheon 3   

Campbell Chappell 1  

Reuben Hoare 1

Beau Campbell

The boys went down early but fought back to score. They played to best of there ability 

and with big smiles. In the 1st half lots of goals were scored which resulted in a 4-2  

score line against us.

The scoring continued in the 2nd half and the final result was 6-5 down. Lots of fun was 

had by both teams and it was played in excellent spirit. Even the ref had some laughs 

during the match

Well done boys.

9A Draw/Tie 1 1 Joshua Zahra Joshua Zahra

No doubt we took a battering in the first half and rode our luck. really only entering the 

game in the second half.  Two areas in football I admire are attitude and resilience, we 

showed we had both on Saturday.  I am proud of the boys hanging in until the dying 

seconds and getting the equaliser through Joshua. It could  be argued that this was not 

one of our best games. Well done to Sam McLennan who came up from B’s and 

performed well and Max in goal, good game young man. The rest of the boys did the 

jersey proud.

FB Round 4 vs GT



9B Loss 0 6 Jock Dunlop

Coming off the back of a wonderous 7-0 win the previous week, the boys were keen 

and confident. Unfortunatley our number 1 GK, Joseph Gray, was out injured, but the 

mighty 9B's weren't worried, with Alex Chicalas ready. The lads started strongly, with 

Marcus Seckler and Joseph Sippel commanding the midfield, providing through balls 

left, right and centre. Alistair McKay was making darting runs in behind his opponent, 

with Connor Youngberry claiming our first shot on target, only to be denied by a 

miraculous diving save.  

For the majority of the half, our steadfast back four consisting of CB pairing Will Beeton 

and Jock Dunlop, wide backs Henry McMaster and Isaac Constable holding down the 

fort admirably. They were bombarded with long ball after long ball. It looked like we 

might hold out until halftime.... Alas, it wasn't meant to be, with GT's right winger 

winning a contested header.  

The boys were confident heading back onto the field for the second half, they'd been 

playing the better football, and we all knew the goals would come if we were able to 

snare one early. The game was in the balance, Damon Bronkhurst denied by a sleek 

tackle, and some heavy pressure coming to fruition, with a brilliant through ball from 

Ndumo Tembo finding Baxter Tzannes's feet after a deep run into the box, causing a 

panicked right back to foul Baxter and give away a penalty. The day was obviously not 

going to be ours, as the GK pulled off a superb save to deny one of the cleanest hit 

penalties seen in recent memory. The save and clearance caught our boys napping as 

GT scored in lightening fashion. The lads fought to the end, and I cannot fault their 

effort.  The game finished 6-0 to the boys from GT. The boys should be proud of the 

way they conducted themselves, gracious in defeat, and should take some positives 

from the weekend, with some excellent periods of football played from all the lads. 

9C Loss 2 3 Ben Burgess 2 Mitch Lancaster

Poor start again by the boys, went 1 goal down very quickly. Benny got a good and 

crucial equalizer before the half time whistle was blown. Conceded 2 more before we 

scored the last goal. Much more work to do defensively. We have got solid centre 

backs and a good fullback but need to work better as a unit. 

9D Loss 4 7

Tom Scutt 2            James 

Pike 1              GT own 

goal

James Pike

The TGS lads are now comfortable in their respective positions (although both 

Cameron and Finlay, reluctantly, each played a half as keeper) and they dominated the 

first half with 80% of the action in the GT half. Being a little soft in our defence and 

some choppy play up front meant that our goal scoring opportunities were down, and 

the TGS keeper was kept busy. Sweet footwork from Harry McMillan, phenomenal play 

from James Pike, and a massive effort from all our players but we couldn’t quite clinch 

it this week, although it was our game to win.  At training we will concentrate on ball 

skills, kicking and communication.

8A Win 3 1
Tristan Hearn 2, Emmanuel 

Geu 1
Charlie Lachmund

A very dominant display from start to finish. Some adjustments in midpark allowed 

Kainen Beezley and Tdonson Hammond more time and space to create chances. 

Tristahn Hearn and Emmanuel Geu were the dynamic duo up front and created 

constant headaches for the opposositions defence. MOM however was Charlie 

Lachmund in midpark who broke down the opposition attacks and countered with a fine 

passing. First goal from Hearny was top shelf!

8B Draw/Tie 1 1 Ezra Adames William Wu

TGS learnt from their slow start last week and began the game against Gregory 

Terrace with good intensity. The boys took control of the game from the start and 

moved the ball around nicely, using their wide players effectively to create space 

behind the GT defence. The constant pressure resulted in several chances to the front 

three of William Wu, Dylan Owen and Brodie Krompic-Harrison. Despite the glut of 

possession the boys couldn’t find the back of the net. Ezra Adames came on for TGS 

midway through the first half to instant success as he ran onto a through ball from 

Dylan Owen and slotted it passed the GT keeper. The TGS boys continued to toil hard 

without reward as they were unable to convert numerous chances. Half time 1-0

The game continued in the second half with TGS having the majority of possession 

although GT were able to create a few chances of their own. Despite the hard work of 

Harry Haig, Lewis Bird, Frazer Wilkie at the back and James Nicholls in goal for TGS 

the GT boys were able to equalise after a goal line scramble. To their credit the TGS 

boys kept pressing hard for the elusive match winner. Both teams had late chances in 

the game with neither team being able to get the winner. Final score 1-1. 

The boys continue to make improvements from the previous week. Composure in front 

of goal will form part of training for the coming week.

8C Loss 2 5
James Richardson  Lachlan 

Muggleton
James Richardson

The boys had a tough first half against a strong GT team, coming into half time 4-1 

down. However our boys switched back on for the 2nd half and came away with 

another goal by Lochie Muggleton, tucking it away into the bottom left hand corner. An 

outstanding game for James Richardson with countless tackles won and an amazing 

free-kick goal in the first half keeping the boys inspired for the rest of the game. 

8D Loss 2 4
Isaac Scriven                

Cooper Brown
Isaac Scriven

Having developed an "expansive" game plan, the lads were frustrated to find 

themselves playing on a very small field at GT. Unfortunately, we also had three regular 

players not playing and one injury during the game that further hindered our game plan. 

Despite this, the team worked hard and tried their best. Special mention goes to Isaac 

Scriven and Hartley Thompson who had good games. This week we will look at 

modifying our formation to strengthen our midfield.

8E Win 5 1

Brody McInnerney 1                 

Oliver Weier 1                  

Bryn Cunningham 1                    

Flynn Kirkby 2

Oliver Weier

The boys showed huge improvement this week and were passing the ball quickly, 

whilst sticking to our positions and doing everything we had practiced at training during 

the week. Everyone knew their jobs and we had heaps of fun knocking some goals in 

this week. Couldn’t find a negative at all this week. Oliver Weier was my MVP, running 

the show in midfield and playing some lovely passes. 

7A Loss 1 9 Will McKay Cadel Hardgrave

The boys provided a much improved performance against GT despite the scoreline. 

Having scored the first goal and leading for the first 20 minutes of the match a couple 

of lucky goals to GT saw them in front 3 - 1 at half time. The boys kept to the structure 

both in defence and attack however, GT were able to get away in the second half as 

the boys fatigued. Encouraging signs with the boys remaining competitive through the 

game.

7B Loss 0 10 Campbell Leslie

A very tough game today but the boys, as usual, gave everything they had.  Some of 

the goals were simply unstoppable but some defensive and positioning choices 

contributed to others and we will work on this in training.  Player of the match this week 

was Campbell Leslie who left nothing in the tank and did absolutely everything in his 

power to help the team.  Dougie Hoare also deserves a mention for a similar level of 

commitment and drive throughout the match.  Assertiveness when challenging for the 

ball will be back on the agenda this week at training, as the boys seemed a bit hesitant 

at times.  At the end of the day, results are secondary to desire and drive and these 

boys have that in spades.  If they continue to work hard and have the desire to improve, 

these early days of pain will lead to long term gain.  Keep the effort up boys!

7C Loss 0 10 Jack Gobbert
The boys showed improvement but still need to work on playing out from the back and 

not making mistakes in front of goal. 

7D Win 7 2

Elliot Simon 1           Patrick 

Hoare 2         Jack Gobbert  

2        Ben Ploetz  2

Ben Ploetz

A very entertaining and energetic match for all boys and spectators with a top effort 

from the boys to take the win. The boys worked well as a team playing a 60 minute 

game and having solid defence and attack. Everyone communicated well and worked 

on keeping the ball in the attacking half. Our goalkeepers were outstanding today (Sam 

Paterson and Jack Gobbert) in defence and also seeking some risky attacking moves. 

Striking the ball and precision of passes has improved immensely and we will keep 

building on these foundations during training. 

6A Loss 0 9 Hyslop Lachlan

9-0 pretty tough for the boys. Good first half with a only 2-0 going into the break. 

However, a lack of confidence and self awareness let us which led to a readlly bad 

second half.



6B Loss 0 10 Tyler Burling 

The 6Bs put in another great effort for a team that started with with 5 fresh players. 

After conceding 6 goals in the first half, the aim was to play more as a team and they 

achieved this in a much tighter second half. Tyler Burling made a number of strong 

saves, while Louis Cavanagh organised his team around him. 

5A Loss 0 5 Sam Head
Tough game for the 5As against some quality opposition. Losing our first and second 

choice keepers certainly didn't help our cause and we were 4-0 down within the first 15 

minutes. A great fightback saw us limit GT to 1 more. In the end, a good effort!

5B Loss 0 9 Angus Hall

The 5B side was met with pristine conditions and a skilful Gregory Terrace side at 

Tennyson Ovals. TGS started unbelievably well with only the one goal being the 

difference with 10 minutes remaining in the first half. The boys were able to stay in the 

game by keeping our shape and possession of the ball. Unfortunately, from here, the 

boys ran out of puff going down 7-0. 

Player of the game this week goes to Agnus Hall for his tenacious tackling and 

boundless energy. Special mention needs to go to Edward Cook who made the save of 

the year from point blank range. 

Despite the result, the boys once again showed improvement and I look forward to a 

big week of training, working on keeping our shape and the concept of finding space 

when in possession. 


